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A Story of an old fabric 
There is a piece of old fabric, 
It seems worthless and outdated. 
It is deteriorating very quickly and stalis to be torn 
apart. 
0!18 day, someone said, ('why I)ot fs-p1ace it with 8 
brand new one?" 
However, its smell anrl tqste of its past is still there, 
Then, a man comes; he holds needles and threads 
He works on it and wants to give it a new spir:ts. 
It starts from a few spots, 
fast as light, 
deep into the heart, 
penetrates it it permits, 
turn if it rejects. 
It wraps as closely as it can, 
Tightens up the parts into a whol8. 
He gives the fabric a new life. 
The Project "1.2 
A Vision 
Hong Kong is one or the mcst vibrant city 
fablics in the world. I ts attraction comes from its 
diversity of living, f!exibility and chArgeabilit.y of 
funGtions, comp!exHy or urbar ! epvironrnenr P:s time 
goes by, some urban fabrics are now in bad condition 
and urban redevelooment i:; under way to replace tne 
old urban lands. However, t~e image And character n1 
the old districts are erooed mto ~ieces lJy the cmnpiete 
replAcement of the standard blocks, witn no regards to 
the context. The specificity of cur urban landscape is 
losiny its character, leaving no 
traces of its past. There should b(~ Cl 
framewOI'i< / a web, with ela:::ticity 
and changeabilitiy, which penetrates, 
infiltrates into every layers of thf:! 
districts, to echo with the oeat with 
future. 
The Project 
The two main Objectives of this thesis study are: 
i. Time - to propose an alternative to speed up the process of 
urban redevelopment and minimize the id,ing time caused by 
the negotiation between the old tena'nts ald LOC, 
1 
ii. Place - to maintain and enhance the char3cter of the commu-
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The urban area is decaying as time passes if the 
redevelopment process is slow, 
1.3 
Objectives of Thesis 
The SCGpe of works are as follows: 
i. Efficiency - to Increase efficiency in 
Construction, Sharing of service facilities like 
cdrpi:trk, elevators are possible which 
increase the efficiency for redevelopment. 
ii. Improvement of living Environment - to 
improve the living and working environment 
ill the old district. To provide better support-
ing facilities and public spaces for the 'future 
and existing residents, 
m. Changeablility and Flexibility - to allow 
flexibility in continuous redevelopment, like a 
grc)wing process. It should respond to and 
changes while it develop It changes forms 
in response to the surrounding, 
iv. Spatial linkage - to improve the traffic and 
pedestrian flow in the district and to ease the 
present chaotic, uncoordinated transporta-
tion network. 
v. Urban Streetscape - to enrich the dynamic 
experience of our urban field, to enhance 
the continuity of sense of belongings and 
sense of place for the community, as streets 
act as the public memory for their own 
district. 
The Project 
Hong Kong has limited area of land but wah increasing 
number of population, the search for more land/spa~e is essential . In 
Hong Kong, there are generally three ways to expalld the land to solve 
the overcrowding issue. i) RAciamation of land, ii) d';:Neloping the rural 
area into new towns, iii) redeveloping the old urban districts. In these 
three ways, reclamation of land will destroy the oce 3n and affect the 
ecological balance of the sea; therefore, a compre~ensive environ-
mental evaluation is-required prior to land reciamati'on. Moreover, 
developing the rural area require huge amount of subsidiary facilities, 
such as new transportation networks, sufficient service linkage to 
support the new towns. Therefore, it will require Ion jer period of time. 
; 
In comparison, renewal of the old urban districts is d better solution to 
I 
release the land supply problem because of the foll)wing reasons, 
i) Thoso cid urtan districts are already backed up with 
sufficient subsidiary facilities, with good transportation 
netwoiks and public facilities. 
ii) Many cid buildings are relatively low in bl'ilding height, 
however in the current urban dE:veloprner't; there is a 
potential to utilize the plot ratio difference tc increase 
building height. 
iii) It is an urgent agenda to tackle the decay of old districts, the 
old building blocks in those districts pose serious safety 
problem to the tenants and the pedestriaris too. 
iv) It is efficient in land use to redevelop the i)ld urban areas in 
Hong Kong, to maximize the potential of those areas, which 
are costly in land value. 
Urban redevelopment was originally taken up by private 
sectors. They are very interested in the profitability:rom the urban 
renewal projects. Dockyards, power station and oil depots have been 
redeveloped into large-scale projects. Moreover, those low-rise old 
buildings were also redeveloped in a short period 0'1 time as it was 
comparatively easy to resolve the legal interests of 3mall number of 
residents and the profit gain from the redevelopmer t is high. However, 
as most of the low-rise old buildings have been dev~loped, the 
potential for redevelopment decreases, due to the complicated issue 
for rehous:,:g, relocation: and higher cost is required for more 
ownership problem. 
1.4 
History of Urban Renewal in Hong Kong 
Searching for land - Recla/malion 
Searcnmg for land - Development of new 100fvns 
Searching for land - Redevelopment of the , 'rJ urban district. 
The Project 1.4 
Setting up of Land Development Corporation (LOC) 
Urban renewal is a complicated issue. There 
are both deficiencies for either private developer or 
government to undertake the urban renewal. They are 
as follows, 
i) Private developer was totally in vain to 
assemble the lot~ for redevelopment if some 
tenants do not wa~t to move out. 
ii) Government usually requires longer time to 
process the financial arrangement. 
In view of the situation, the Land Develop-
ment Corporation was established in 1988. As an 
independent statutory body under prudent financial 
principles, LOC was aimed to speed up the urban 
renewal process ~nd to improve the standard of 
housing and the environment in Hong Kong by 
undertaking, encouraging and facilitating urba() 
renewal. (LOC Annual Report 1989/1990) 
Objectives of Urban Renewal 
The major objectives of urban renewal are as follows, 
i) To improve the urban e~vironrnent and 
urban layout by replacing old areas with new 
development which i<; properly planned and 
provided with adequate transport and other 
infrastructures and community facilities, 
such as G/IC facilities and open space in the 
area; 
ii) To achieve better utilization and efficient use 
of land in the urban area by reducing the 
population from overcrowded areas and 
making land available to meet various 
developments needs. 
iii) To minimize the problems of social disrup-
tion by ensuring that adequate arrange-
ments are made for rehousing of domestic 
tenants and compensation of business 
tenants; 
iv) To improve the housing conditions; 
v) To enhance the area's character and foster 
a sense of community identity; 
vi) To improve pedestrian circulation and 
transport facilities ; 
vii) To avoid major problems of urban decay. 
The Project 
Recent tragedies of men hit by the fallen i 
debris from the old buildings reveals the slow progmss 
ot urban redevelopment in the old districts, which has 
undergone for more than a decade. There are man\.! 
old districts in Hong Kong, such as 1V10ng Kok, Yau :v1a 
Tei, Wail Chai, in which there are many old bUilding's 
built several decades ago. Though many of them sUI 
remain in fair condition, but due to insuffici~nt 
maintenance, they are decaying as time passes and 
the safety issue and the poor living environment 
continue to he unsolved. LOC (Land Development 
CorporAtic1il) estimates that more than 80 hectares )f 
the urban area vvith about 47,000 units accommodct-
inq about 59;000 households merit priority redevelop-
ment. HowevG" the progress of mdevelopment wm 
slow as the negotiaticn with old tenants usually too i·!: a 
'/ery Icng time, sometimes more than a decade. Thn 
pn,blem is getting more serious. Nowadays, there e're 
about 20% of the dOtn8stil; buildings in the urban area 
is over 30 years o:d A~suming the late of redevelop-
ment is the same) by lhe year 2005, more than 40°1< of 
t.he domestic premises in the urban area will be over 
30 years old. It is apparent that there are so many 
obstacles faced by LOC during last decades, particu-
larly becaus8 of the difficulty to assemble lots. 
Therefore a way should be sought to speed up the . 
mdeveiopment process. 
Standard. Standard & Sta, ,dard. 
Recent redevelopment has paid Little 
attention to the specificity of and 
diversity of thA place 
1.4 
Background 
The old district is decaying very quick ly 
On tr.e other hand. thE; current approach to 
urban renewal is another problem. It is either to 
replace ari old building with a nnw individual but 
isolated building whic~ has (,0 supporting facilities to 
the residents; or to carr~1 out a huye redevelopment 
VJhich can sustain by ,tself" Ho\t\:6ver, it turns out to be 
a!i€n to th3 existing context. As our Chief Executive, 
Mr. lung stated thgt una t l I edevelopment is "a 
.pruces 3 to f3n~Ule Hong I{ong's inhabitants have good 
hor!lbS in a good 8nvironmelll." Mr. Siu Kin Wai, in his 
passage Ha faded community - d study of Chun Yeung 
Street under HK Government Urban Redevelopment" 
pointed out that "lhe gO\lernm~nt still viewed the 
i~lProvt:me'lt of the liv!n~ environment(or quality of 
life) a simple "qu~mtificationJl manner and tackled with 
standard methods. Recent red8velopment projects 
have seidom aimed at beln~l sensitive to the specificity 
and diversity (vernacular traditions, local histories, 
particular wants, needs, fancies) of inhabitants in 
different districts or communities." The image and 
character of the place has faded and the specificity of 
the urban landscape in different districts has lost and 
the established community is broken up. 
The Project 
Assembly of Land Lot 
To assemble a land lot mquires settling the legal int!erests of all separate 
ownership. It will be much more difficult if the lots a:'e divided within much 
individual ownership. Sometimes the problems will be more complicated if 
there are untraceable owners or defective titles. 
Rehousing and Relocation of Residents 
Relocating the residents and businesses in the affe~ted area, always 
requires a great amount of financial and rehousing i;nput. It was used to 
be one of the most critical issues for urban renewal ; Disputes were alway 
there due to the amount of money for reloc?tion wa:s not agreed by both 
parties and some residents do not want to move av(ay from their familiar 
areas. Due to the complicated issue, LDC tends to .:ocus on the projects 
with lower housing commitment, which may not be :he most in need of 
urban renewal . 
Financing 
I 
When setting up LOC, government provided $30,0(,0,000 non-interest 
loans to the cOlporation for administration and establishment purposes. 
There is a basic assumption for LOC to perform in <elf-financing principle 
for urban redevelopment. At first, low-rise old buildi'ngs were redeveloped 
with high profits gained. However, when it came to medium high old 
buildings, the marginal viability of the redeveloped projects decreases and 
sometimes will not cover the cost for renewal, particularly if the develop-
ment density is reduced Therefore injection of cap:tal and resources 
from the government are necessary for the future redevelopment. 
Time 
LDC Ordinances requires the LOC to take all reasonable steps to acquire 
properties before seeking resumption. However, ne'Jotiation takes time, it 
could be a decade or more in order to acquire lot from a whole block. It 
not only delays the schedule for redevelopment for :he districts and also 
increases the financial risk of the projects. 
Image 
In order to raise funds for redevelopment, LOC forrr ed joint venture with 
private developers. However, there are usually misconception that the 
redevelopment projects are for the benefit of the priJate developers and 
not the local residents. 
1.4 
Major Issues in Urban Renewal 




The Sense of "Placel!, 
The Character (If the "Community" 
is fading. 
1 4 
Setting Up of Urban Renewal Authority 
Due to the slow progress of the redevel-
opment projects, the misconception that govern-
ment made money for the private developers and 
currently, the decreasing interests from the private 
developers, government is preparing to establish an 
Urban Renewal Authority (URA) to injeCt more 
resources into urban renewal in near future. 
Government purpose that the authority will has the 
statutory power to resume the properties in the 
affected area within 90 days after the redevelop-
ment project is announced. The negotiation will be 
settled during the period. The authority ensures that 
the targeted area can be cleared off by 3 years and 
the rrojects could be finished by 8 years. 
The establishment of URA can speed up 
the urban renewal process significantly, however, 
the established community i3 lest after the brutal 
redevelopment which always has no regard to the 
context, and the character of the place will fAde with 
no traces and the ownership of the property is no 
more secured in this society as the government can 
resume your land if they announce your property is 
within the target area. 
The Project 
There are different kinds of urban redevelopment mostly by 
either private developer, Land Development Corpor,ation or by joint-
venture of the two parties. Nowadays, there are two kinds of urban 
renewal being implemented in Hong Kong, which a{e as foHows: 
Piecemeal redevelopment is found alien 
to the existing context. 
1 5 
Different Approaches for Redevelopment 
Piecemeal Redevelopment 
Due to the difficulty in resuming lots 
with multiple ownership, many redevelopment 
projects are limited to small size and in-situ site. 
Usually the developer will try to maximize the 
potential of those projects. They turn out to be 
characterized with podium for shops and residen-
tial point tower above. 
Advantage 
It is comparatively easy to resume a small land lot. 
therefore, it can a"eviate~{the tight housing 
t 
demand with quick land acquisition and C'onstruc-
tion. 
Disadvantag2 
Due to the profit-oriented approach of the 
developer, the in-sitlJ project oniy try to fully 
exploit the development potential of the land lot 
but seldom contribute to the surrounding environ-
ment. The development is so isolated and is 
difficult to provide better community facilities, 
infrastructures and services. 
The redevelopment due to its limitation in size and 
lack of neighboring support, it usually is not very 
efficient in development. The circulation, the 
services core, carparking take up a high percent-
age of the building area and is not efficient 
compared to a larger development. 
The unorganized piecemeal redevelopment further 
worsen the existing chaotic physical environment, 




LDC and private developer both favor for ia 
i 
large redevelopment which can have a better profit 
return and high development potential. However, there 
are not many successful and large redevelopment 
done during the past It is because the negotiation to 
acquire properties from the residents and the shop 
owners is always tedious and costly. 
A huge redevelopment has torn down the existing urban fabric 
1.5 
Different Approaches for Redevelopment 
Advantage 
It is efficient in terms of land use It ailows flexibility in 
development. The plot ratio can be maximized to several 
towers and leave more open space for public use. 
Disadvantage 
The biggest difficulty is to acquire all the affected proper-
ties. By experience, there is a lirnit to acquire land by 
private negotiation, it takes a vary 10nC] time, and cannot 
guarantee 100% acquisition . ~DC finally neerl to apply to 
the government to resume the outsfanding lots, but 
procedures usually takes years and may not be approved 
too. Though resumption of land by ordinance remains to be 
the most effective way to ensure 'full site assembly, it is still 
an ur.favorable decision as it will compe!s the existinG 
residents involuntarily to leave their familiar living environ-
ment. 
A large redevelopment not only clear up the existing 
buildings but also destroy the existing community built up 
by years. Though efforts has been rnade to retain the 
element of the community. However, the treatment is still 
superficial and standard. They treat an old area with 
standard functions, standard needs and with little respect to 
. the specificity of the district. Moreover, a large redevelop-
ment is usually self-contained and can sustain by itself It is 
usually less responsive to the surrounding context. They 
think that it is an improvement to the surrounding and 
people, however, it has destroy the rnost basic com, ~ ;unity 
and relationship of the people. 
The Project 1.6 
Searching for Opportunities 
Under the current approaches of the 
redevelopment, there are many problems as listed 
above still hindering the progress and quality ot the 
urban redevelopment in Hong Kong .There is an 
urgency, to study if there are any other alternatives 
maybe based on some hypothesis, to achieve a better 
urban renewal strategy which includes the followinq 
objectives. 
to assemble th8 piecemeal lots into a 
interconnected network that has both the 
advantages of the piecemeal and giant 
redevelopment; while eliminate tho weak .. 
ness of the two. 
ii to minimize the idling time caused by the 
negotiation with the property owners, and 
promote redevelopmert of lhe district. 
lii to retain the cO:Tln111nity chamctar of the 
affec~ed area. 
ivi to provide better environment and SUPP0rf· 
ina hdities for ~h<j existing refide'lts. ~'\ ;r:h 
as elevators, open spaces, structural 
supports, etc. 
v to allow flexibility in redevelopment. It can 
responds to and change while it develops. It 
changes forms in response to the surround-
ing., if the residents yell. 
vi to share the facilities, like carparl\, elevators 
which can increase the efficiency of the 
redevelopment. 
Vii to allow smaller developers to paliicipate in 
a relatively smaller redevelopment. 
Viii to create an elevated network of veliicai and 
horizontal connection to ease the present 
chaotic, un-coordinated transportation 
network. 
The Project 1.7 
Study of Acquired Lot Distribution in a 
District 
Depending on the acquisiation of lot by the redeveiapment agents, the randomness of the lot distribution can be catergorized into 
the followings types. The typology can be appiied :or most of the redevelpment areas in Hong Kong, since the urban fabric is 
generic in nature, with similar lot size and grid patb~rn . 
- --- ----1- Opportunities ---l------co-;,~t~ai-;t~- --.---------l 





Separated by Building 2 






Shifted within same block 3 
D 
-D 
Opposite but Separated by Street 4 
-
l 
Separated by Blocks and Street 5 
i -Physical Linked ! 
I-Same back and front facade ! 
I-Same back lane shared ! 
-Neighboring shop front facinq 
same road. 
-Joint redevelopment is easier 
-Culture of the street equally 
imposed 
-back and front facade facing 
same direction 
-Same back lane shared 
-Within same block " 
-~!earby shop front facing 
I 
same street 
-Facing the same road 
I -Culture of the street equally 
:mposed 
-Same back lane shared 
-Within Same block 
-Facing same mad, ~'imilar 
streetscape 
-With visual Linkage 
-Facade facing each other 
-Culture of the street equally 
-Not much 
-Separated by another lots 
-Efficiency is decreased 
-No direct connection 
-Separated by other lots 
imposed -Separated by a street 
-Still remain in same district, 
sharing same culture of the 
place 
-Too far from each ot~3r, 
separated by another blocks 
and streets 
-Lack close relationship 
-Joint redevelopment is most 
difficult 
The Project 1.8 
Study of Acquired UnitsDistribulion in a Building 
During the properties acquisition process in a singr3 buildinG, usually not all units can be acquired successfully, the vacant units 
can evolve randomly in a building. The following sLldy is to finci out the logic within the distribution for further design analysis In 
next phase. 
Building Sections T--- Opporlunities---T -- - - C;;~~tr<lini;- - ---I 
-Integration of roof 
-2 properties physically linked, 
more flexibility in redevelop-
ment. 
-Facades connected. 
-with G/F shop front potential 
-2 properties physically linked, 
-Separated from the existing 
residences below, access 
problem to be solved. 
-Structural loading imposed on 
lower floors 
-BS constraints, need to fit 
properly with the existing units. 
with more flexibility in redevel - -Separated from the existing 
opment. I residence above,access need 
-Facades connected to be solved. 






on any floors properly with the existing units. 
-2 properties physicaliY 
linked, with more flexibility ir 
redevelopment. 
-Facades connected 
-I ntegration of roJf 
-Facades visually conn8cted 
-with G/F shop front potential 
-FaGades v!slJally cO'lr'ected 
-Less Structural Loading 
imposed on any floors 
-Facades visually connected 
I-Isolated by the existing 
(8sidences beiow and above, 
I access problem to be solved. 
'I-structural loading imposed on 
lower floors 
-BS constraints, need to tit 
properly with th8 ex:sting units. 
-Structural loading imposed on 
lower floors 
! -SS cOl1straints, need to fit 
I properly with the existing units. 
-Separated by in-between floors, 
access problem to be solved. 
-Separated by in-between floors, 
access problem to be solved. 
-8S constraints, need to fit 
properly with the existing units. 
-Structural loading imposed on 
lower floors 
-BS constraints, need to fit 
properly with the existing units. 
-Separated by in-between floors, 
-Facades visually connected access problem to be solved. 
-Separated far from each other by 
all the floors in-between. 
-with Roof and G/F shop front -BS constraints, need to fit 
potential. properly with the existing units. 
I 
1.9 The Project 
Study of Acquired Lot I Unit Distribution Pattern 
in two buildings 
During the propeliies acquisition process, there is also possibility that a acquired lot can be next to another building with some 
units acquired, The following study is to look into the opportunities and constraints for the joint redevelopment. 
Building Sections-
Lot & Unit 
------------ ------- -'----- --1--------
Opportunities & Constraints I Building Sections~ 
I Unit & Unit 
-Can spatially conm cted, if 
statutory constraint waived. 
-Roof extension is p:>ssible{ 
-Access from new b)ildingto the 
top floor tJnit is pos ;ible_ 
-The top unit IS isolate d from the 
existing tbors 
-Can spatially connt cted, if 
statutory constraint :waiveJ . 
-Access from new b'Jilding to the 
top floor unit is pos :,ible. 
-The midde unit is isc,lated by 
existinG units above 2nd bebw_ 
-Can spatially ';onnected, if 
~tatut0ry constraint #aived . 
-G/F eY1ension IS poi;sible. 
2 
_
_ IIIIIIIIL __ -No st~ucturalloadir: g imposed to 3 




Opportunities & Constraints 
-Can spatially connected, if 
statutory constraint waived. 
-Roof extension is possible _ 
-Access is confined by the 
existing tJn~s or need to oe 
redirected 
-The top uni~ s al-e isolated from 
1he exisiing fbors 
-Roof extension is possible . 
-':\ccess IS confined by the 
existing ones _ or need to be 
redirected 
The top un:ts are l:io!ated from 
the exisiing fbors 
-Without direct linl(age, visual 
linkage is possibe 
-Roof and G/F ~hop front call 
be explored 
-Access is confined by the 
3xi:;tirig ones, 01 need to be 
redirected 
-Tre top units are Isolated irom 
U)e exislIng fbars 
-Nut rni.Jch (;onrlec1ion, either 
physic211y :1i vis:.Jally 
-Can spatially connected, if 
statutory constraint waived 
-Access IS confined by the 
existing ones, or need to be 
redirected 
-The urllts ale Isolated from the 
existing fbars above and bebw 
-Access is confined by the 
existing aries, or need to be 
redirected. 
-The units al8 isolated from the 
existing Ibars above and bebw 
-Without direct finkage but visual 
hnkage is possibe 
-With G/F shop front. 
-Access is confined by the 
existing ones, or need to be 
redirected_ 
,The units are isolated from the 
existing fbors above and bebw 
-Without direct inkage, but visual 
linkage is possible 
-With G/F shop fronts. 
-With direct linkaged, can be 
spatially connec1ed . 
-Access need to be worked olll to 
fit the existing fbors. 
-The units are isolated from the 
exisling fbors above 
The Project 
CompoSilional Form Megqform Group Form 
In the present situation ot Hong Kong, the urban fabric is full of diversity or 
sometimes-even chaos. There should be some organizational theories, 
which can connect the detached, isolated parts in the city, like a spatial 
datum. As described by Fumihiko Maki, it is the gluE~ of the city. The 
spatial datum can be site boundary, hierarchy of spaces, flow of pedes-
trian or traffic movement, an organization axis or str uctural framework 
As described by Roger Trancik, in "Finding Lost Sp.]ce-Theories of Urban 
Design", "The concept of datum in spatial design is analogous to the staff 
in music, upon which notes are composed in an infi lite number of ways. 
The musical staff is a constant datum, providing the composer with 
continuous lines of reference" . 
The functions of spatial linkages include' 
To unite all the layers of activities and physical form of the city. 
ii to provide a framework to facilitate the addition or changes in 
the ever-changing environment. 
lii To articulate the parts as well as comprer1ending a large entity. 
As defined by M8ki, there are three forms of spatial linkage. They include 
compositional form, megaform, and group form. 
i Compositional form 
This form of spatial linkage consists of individual buildings which are 
abstractly composed on a two dimensionai plan. Lir kage is implied rather 
than overt. Its implied force comes from the positiorling and shapes of the 
buildings. ThIS type of linkage is typical of Functionalist planning methods. 
ii Mega 'form 
In this form of spatial linkage, the individual elemen ts are interconnected 
into a larger framework which is physically imposed. It follows a hierarchi-
cal, open-ended system. It facilitates different functions and activities to 
assemble together in a' efficient and simple way. Hcwever, this form of 
spatial organization is usually too self-contained, seldom respond to the 
context. It turns out lacking human scale. 
lii Group form i 
It is a natural form of organization with minimum eXl emalintervention.ltis 
the result of an organic generation, from an incremE!ntal accumulation of 
elements in space along an armature. The organization is usually built up 
with its natural order, with consistency of materials and forms, and highly 
responsive to its natural environment. It is also comfortable in human 
scale and has spatial sequence well defined by its building enclosure, 
walls, gateways. 
1.10 
Study of Spatial Linkage in Urban Landscape 
Compositional Form - Functionalist approach to 
I Jraban orgaisation 
Mega Form - Plan for Tokyo. Kenzo Tange 
Group Form - Japanese Village along a river 
2 The Site 
2.1 Site Selection Criterid 
2.2 History of Yaumatei 
23 Land Use Pattern 
2.4 Degree of Degradation 
2.5 Building Height PattFrn 




2 . . ...;...,1 ____ ,
Site Selection Criteria 
The proposed site shoulid be a potential area for urban redevelopment. 
This project is to study tho alternative strategy to urban renewal. Therefore, the site should be an old urban 
district that has shown mc1:rks of decay, inefficient use of urban 
space and unpleasant living environ- ment. A decaying area 
will call for an urgent actio:l for redevel- opment. 
The proposed site should have its 
The proposed site should have its char-
valuable for keeping. It can then be a 
method to maintain and enhance the 
{ 
nity. . 
A large site will be prefe rable 
The project is to study an uH)an renewal 
will be easier to demonstrate how the 
expansEi. 
character of place. 
acter of place that is 
testing site to study the 
character of the commu-
system, a large site area 
system work and 
4 The site which has been studied by LDC would be preferable 
It would be better if the sita had been studied by LOC. The problems encountered and the approach by the 













Yaumatei was a suburban viLage with 
farming and fishing activities . .. 
The Kowloon penisula, sC?uth tA present 
Boundary Street becomelpart )f the British 
Colony. 
Shanghai Street was the to\A.;n center with 
silversmiths, tailors, and barbElrs business 
l 
while the streets near waterfro;lt had little but 
maritime trades. 
The layout of Nathan Road w,?s planned, 
according to the military use 0',: land and grid 
layout of the streets. 
Yaumatei Typhoon Shelter \I':as construc;ted. 
Yaumatei grew into an essential Chinese 
town with many markets and restaurants. 
The ferry at Jordan Road stared passenger 
business. 
After WWII, a large influx of r,;:fugees from 
China. Some of tnem were boat dwellers and 
settled in Yaumatei. 
There were two hawl{ers areC!s fanned in 
Yaumatei, one was in Reclamation street. 
A supermarket was set up, oc'cupying six 
address adjacent to Kansu Str:3et and near Old 
Tin Hau Temple. 
New developments started in fhis area, 
changing the urban environmeilt. Skyscraper 
buildings were built along Na :han Road. 
Piecemeal developments are et/SO found in 
the old Yaumatei district. 
2.2 
-------- - -~-.-.--
History of Yaumatei 
Yaumatel waterfront in 1885 
Early Chinese Setllemenl ill 
Yamalei 
Canton Road - Engineel'Jng 
BlIsirJess Cluster, 1968 
Yaumatei and Mong Kok 
loo~ing north along Nathan 
Road, 1968 
Cooked-food stalls in a 
gIQUP , 1970 
Daily marketing stalls in 
Reclamation Street, 1974 
Nathan Road, a major 
center of activities in 
Kowloon, 1999 
The Site 
Land Use Pattern 
1) Most of the Commercial buildings are 
located along or near to Nathan Road. 
However, most of the residential units are far 
away this busy street. 
2) Due to great commercial value of this 
area, some of the residential lots away from 
the Nathan Road also changed for commer-
cial use. This area becomes an area mixed 
chaoticly and uncoordinatedly with commer-
cia and residential buildings. 
3) Piecemeal developments become 
common practice. However, the physical 
environrT}ent is further destroyed with 
disorder and inharmony. 
4) Sitting out areas are found in infilllots. 












Degree of Degradation 
'1) There are about ten old buildings requiring priority for redevelopment. Moreover, some of the building in fair or 
fair - old condition will become depilated as time passes. 
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Building Height pattern 
1) Due to the statutory constraints, old tenant 
buildings are mostly 6 stories or below. For the new 
buildings, they are usually built more than 15 or even 
20 storie. It turns out into a piecemeal phenomenon 
for the existing urban environment; with high rise new 
buildings within a low-rise old districts. 
2) Most of the tall buildings are located along Nathan 
Road or at the corner of the streets, for their high 
market value. For those low rise old buildings, they 
are distributed within the inner parts of the district 










































Nathan Road was laid out with 
spaciousness between 1904-07. It 
was originally a mixed, part 
suburban, part commercial. By the 
location and scale of the street, it 
developed into the center of new 
Kowloon town, with new buildings, 
shops, offices. It breaks away 
from the old fashioned, traditional , 
small scale character of the old 
o YauMaTei. Nowadays, Nathan 
Road is occupied with great 
shopping centers, large shops. 
Everyday, thousands of people 
and vehicles pass by the street 
which dominates all of the 
Kowloon. 
The Site 2.6 __ -,.-______ ___ ... _ _ _ · _ _ _ r .· • •• _ _ •.. _ •. ~_ •• r _ ' __ _ 
Street Studies 
p Portland Street is adjacent 
o to the Nathan Road where 
R many people pass by daily. 
T However, the area is full of 
LNightClubs, Mahjong 
A rooms; characterized with 
N many "attractive" advertising 
o Neon Light boards. The 
sitting out areas at 
S Changsha Streets are . 
T usually occupied by the 
R gamblers, streetsleeper. The 
E dangerous and unfriendly 
E image of the street prohibit~ 
T the people from entp.ring or 
even passing by the area. 
The Site 2.6 
Street Studies 
S In the old days, Shanghai Street is 
H the major street in Kowloon . The 
/\ street wa~ full of Chinese tradi-
N tional goods. such as Chinese-
G style jeweiers, business in Chinese 
H wedding clothes. Frank Leeming 
A in his studies, "Street Studies in 
I Hong Kong", pointed out that, the 
traditional business there started to 
S lose its bonding fmlTI 1952 
T onwards. However, comparing with 
R other streets. nowadays, Shanghai 
E street is still rather old fashioned in I ) E style with some trAditional Crinese T shops left. 
g. 
r ) I 
\ 
The Site 2.6 __ --,-________ • ____ _ 0 ___ '" ___ _ _ _ _ ' _ _ '_ ' __ 
Street Stu dies 
R Since 1892, 
E waterfront praya in 
C the proposed plan in 
L west Kowloon was 
A named Reclamation 
M Street. In those 
A times, there were 
T predominantly 
I maritime trades, 
0 Nowadays, the 
N street is famous for 
its specialties in 
S selling metal 
-r materials, stainless I 
R steel, and eiectri9a! 
E appli8nces, Trades 
,E :Hebusy therE: with 
T many trucks loading 
and un-loading 
goods. Usually, you 
will find that the 
pavement is 
occupied by the 
goods. 
The Sit.e 2.6 
Street Studies 
C Canton Road is characterized by the 
A assemblage of hawkers' stalls on the 
N road. The hawkers' stalls dealing in small 
T parts rmd machine tools of all kinds 
o regularly occupy the part of Cantor. Road 
N between Soy Street and Dundas. Street. 
The ground floor shops are also mostly 
R engineering, tools and electrical trades in 
o nature. This can be dated back to the tool 
A bazaar organized fifty years ago In the 
o same area. On the other hand. the 
hawker's stalls for food and its are also 
regularly set up In the 
opposite side of Canton 
Road between Hamilton 
Street and Dundas Street. 
Many housewives and old 
people nearby will buy 
their daily food, such as 
meat, fruits for prep3ring 
meals. This street is 
usually crowded with 
people, full of hawkers 
and becomes one of the 
center in the district. 
3 The Program 
3.1 Client Analysis 
3.2 Users Analysis 
3.3 Schedule of Accomrnodatiorl 
The Program 3.1 
Client Analysis 
Land Development Corporation (LDC) is the client:or this project. It 
is the major urban renewal agent in Hong Kong, established n 1988. Its main 
goals are to improve the urban environment and standard of housing -and 
achieve better utilization of land However, during its past experience in urban 
redevelopment, many obstacles were encountered particulary in site assem-
bly. 
The project is financed by LDC to search for a new strategy in 
urban redevelopment. , it is divided into two phases: 1) feasibility study stage 
ard 2) implement.ation stage. The first phase is treated as a research study 
funderl by LOC to look for an architectural solution to speed up the urban 
redevelopment process. The second phase will be the visuali2.ation of the idea 
to reality. This project will be designed as the prototype systHrn for the urban 
redevelopment, which can be implemented by the same tech,nique arid logic in 
ciitferer,t old districts in Hong Kong. 




The high percentage of old people is characteristic in old districts, such as Yaumatei , as young people had moved out for better 
living environment. Therefore, design consideration should be considered to provide proper facilities for them, like open space 
and community center. 
Single Person Households 
Single people is another social group characteristic in old urban areas. They are mostly old people ::md low income population. 
They seek for cheap living units, which are available in old districts. Shared accommodation is common for this group of people. 
New Immigrants from Mainland 
Cheap accommodation in old districts attracts new i Tlmigrants from China. They are usually within the low-income group. Their 
need is usually neglected and the community faciliti ~s are lacking in the districts. 
New comers 
Redevelopment will increase the overall buildable ai'ea in the district. This allows for new comers from other districts in H 
Kong. Moreover, after district redevelopment, the living environment is improved, it will attra?t medium income people to 
for accommodation here. Nowadays, they are usual y nucleus family with about 2-4 family members. 
The Program 3.3 
Schedule of Accommodation 
Schedule of Accommodation (Provisional) 
A Residential -Single Person Accommodation (Sale and Runtal) 
-Small Family Accommodation (Sale and Rental) 
-Other 
Certain proportion of the residential units should be reserved for rental units for rehous~ 
ing of the existing residents. For the remaining units, they can be sold to the public. 
B Commercial -Retail (Lower floor shops / shopping arcade: 
-Office 
-area for preserving Traditional SQops 
The commercial facilities can encourage social interactiorL Streetscape is enhanced by 
the intensity of human activities and mixture of different functional shops. 
C Community -Elderly (Day-care center, elderly home) 
-Recreation Center 
-New irnmigrants (community center) 
The community facilities for elderly and new immigrants are particularly insufficient in 
Yaumatei. Therefore, the design should include these function to benefit the society. 
D Open Space -Active (Playground, gathering space) 
-Passive (garden, sitting out area) 
Open spaces are insufficient and not well designed in Yaumatei. They are seldom used by 
the pubic for leisure enjoyment in present situation, but used by streetsleepers and 
gamblers. There is a need to improve the physical environment and image of these open 
spaces. 
E Other -Car-parking 
-Circulation 
-Infra-structure 
Circulation is no longer for circulation only. They are more about human activities, 
experiencing of street life and ex.tension of living environment. Infra~~itructure is required 




by Eric Owen Moss 
The pUrPosed spar city is sited along an 
3bandoned railroad which is 50 feet in width, 
and stretches approximately half a mile. It 
Dasses through a district of warehouses, car 
park, and residential area. The Spar city is to 
'edefine the urban area, to inject a new life to 
':he district while maintain the historical root of 
:he district. It t,-ies to intensify the diversity of the 
l)lace, and spatially connect the broken parts of 
area together into a community. The form of the 
project changes while it extends and amend or 
infills according to its immediate context. 
Spar city - general view 
,:riendly and Unfriendly - If it passes a neigh-
boring property owner who agree to join the 
I ) project. It will opens its right of way, the ,.~tl!lb~'.1~":'- .: •. .:::t'2L :;tructure of the sp~r city can extend its . . 
_ =;:.~t ~i~I#~~;~_ .:~~ /)'--", "~10.~:;"~ _, !~o~lndary.to the ~dJacen.t lot. H?wever, If Its 
. . ~" lT-c::::':~CIC2:1,!,~'~Sct· . , _~ . nelghbor .IS not fnendly, It can simply pass by. 
--. -. '-=::~':--~--,J~: r::~~~~? . ~~ fhe city IS bUilt on and supported by a series of 
. f?i ..:~.~~- ·~~~ r~~~;;.:c· i =:~~!~tructural frame of columns and beams. The ' 4'"o<~~<~-~.:---@JOr~1L~{1ov' / .~.I.' .' .. . ~:3;(~::.i~:)tructure stops or integrates according to the 
'r;:~::,.';;';;;';Y' ~/..., . ~"'~' .. . ~:...,~~;~~_.':~'>'.;:;-::::.r-;// willingness of the adjacent owners. The project 
. f~~~:~~. >.~. ' ''''''' '~-----... !. -.~<. ' .- .'~~~ .... - .. . ' . .• : .... ' .' ... .. . i.·.'·. ~ ..... 5t . ~.L.~.~.· >.-:~-.~.:;~~:~/·/ In .. ay .exi,st uncertainties but there will be <··: :>X~~L··· " '··'· ·F~~t!- ~. ; .: ... ~. li~. . >: ";~. ' .~~. >.'~.; ~> .. ::~> .. / opportunities. It is another way towards urban 
--"'" " '~A-l{ ~ ., '-- ,,..,;;" . :,,,.,' " ~~~,,,,,,,~""-,./~! . ;~// te'newal which does not impose on the existing 
... -<.:: ... . ',' --. /'1 --....... ,;-., .. , '-''' '--';<~. ~:::: • ...J ---; ) """ . . ~ I ·· . ! .. // ()Id district with complete replacement, but a 
Spar city - infiltr~tion into context 
Plu~l·in City 
'~~""'-.. l' · .... -.J./ 
'~'~'~"-'_'//' ,~:; ubtly infiltration into the area to transform the 
debilitated area. 
n University Node of Plugmin City 
by Peter Cook 
--he proposal is designed in a structural 
framework which allow'random addition and 
reduction, for easy plugging into and away, The 
(:;oncept is to explore the;flexibility for functional 
changes. It can respo!1se to different functional 
needs in different time! It allows growth and 
change. The main enclosures are simply 
t9nsioned skins slung on trays which collectively 
create the unode".The University node is 
. conceived as a center of communication, of 
f3ed-in and feedback of people and information. 
':-he precise purpose of the extensible and 
r3ducible building units may change, ways of 
using structure may change; only the central 
core, the communications core, remains fixed in 
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Overall Planning Ideas 
The very basic idea of this thesis is to ' 
explore the possibility to link up the 
piecemeal lots in the old district to form a 
comprehensive development. From the 
sketch, there are several essential design 
concepts can be extracted. 
i) The lots are isolated from each other 
due to the randomness of lot acquisition. 
ii) Those lots are linked together by spatial 
connection. 
iii) The main spine of the whole scheme 
should be set up in order to generate 
future growth. 
iv) Different nodes will be set up in each 
block with vertical access, greenery, 
communual spaces as a basic 
necessities. 
The Design Process 
. .. _-_ ._ .. __ . __ ._-------
--------
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A Living Machine 
The building is not intended to be 
a fixed entity. It composes of 
spatial linkage connecting to other 
area, Infrastructure which can 
extend your living space and the 
social platform on which activities 
happen. 
3 Dimensional Network 
The buidling units are 
raised up to lossen the 
massing underneath. A 
social network is created 
which connect to other 
part of the district A open 
theater is formed under 
the circulation platform. 
People is pull together by 
the social network 






Standard building units are used to 
speed up the redevelopment 
process. The standard unit can at 
the same time allow flexible changes 
to accommodate different needs of 
the people, ego flexible interior 
layout, addition and subtraction of 
units. 
The Spatial Zoning 
The building is designed with 
different zoning of space, including 
M&E zone at infrastructure; Commu-
nal Space at ground floor, Shopping 
area at mid-level and Domestic units 
",~at higher floors. 
SP4-q 
The Plan Concept 
In the Congested district 
likeYaumatei, the buildings are close 
to each other. In order to minimize 
the impact on the surrounding 
building, the new buildings are 
lossened up to make room for 
daylight penetration and air flow. The 
new building should be integrated 
into the old fabris to become part of 
the existing element 
The Design Process 
r f .\-- .-' . . ~ '\ I , ' • ~ j I ' . , . " \ . ~ tl ~ 
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Ideas on the Infrastructure 
The Infrastructure 
The alley way is the only location 
which can connect different buidings 
together. A infrastructure is set up on . 
the alley way, that can integrate the 
vertical and horizontal circulation, BS 
routing, isolated lots, new building 
together. 
/ Flexibility and Adaptation 
;/ : \ . ~....a::-.-4""'.',L.-+~,'T:1-::.. There are many opportunties for 
/ ~J I ~~~~~·'--=t·"1·' 1- the infrastructure. The 
..tJ.",:.:: :- '-oI!::;<:::=" .' .::=:.1 ~ ~~~ infrastructue can be extended, 
integrated with the old/new 
~:::::---.,.c..---\ 
buiding. Staircase, bridge can be 
incorporated into the 
~ioiii1IiIiii~~~~4~~2ti infrastructure, becomes a 
I ~~~~6l-1;-1n~= extensive social network. 
The Design Process 6.1 
Sketch Concept 
Other Ideas 
- - - - Prefrabrication 
The concept of using 
prefrabricated units support by 
structural framework. It can 
speed up the construction 
process. 
Redevelopment Network 
The conceptof integrating 
the infrastructure, the 
bridge, the existing 
building and the new 
- - - - - - building. Each component 
1 
is essential in the project 
they link to the other 
elements to become a 
social network 
. - - - -Social Interaction 
The concept of social interaction. To 
integrate the existing social life into 
the new building. To transform the 
function of the spatial connection 
from pure circulation into a social 
linkage, to connect not only the 
place but people. 
The Design Process 
~-4I~'!'I'T" :.;~,~~ R~-_~';~l',,;1il~~ Overcrowded Nathan Road 
The roads are not welcoming 
for people, usually occupied by 
trucks, goods. 
The old charac-
ter of the districts 
. that provoke your 
memory of the 
oast. 
Busy with cars, people and 
- Sign age which occupy most of 
---Jtl;Ji~!e3~ your eyesight. 
6.2 
Yaumatei Context 
The existing bridge link the newly 
built-up community to the center of 
the Mong-KokNaumatei region. 
The Design Process 6.3 
Contextual Study 
Solid and Void -Massing 
Yaumatei like the other district, is full of complexity and diversity. 
The surrounding environment is full Of randomly placed 
signages, illegal cages, air-conditioners, planters, shading 
devices, etc. Though the environment seems full of chaos, some 
underlying elements and organising principles can be found. 
Big Canopy above Pavement 
The Design Process 6A 
Updated Schedule of Accommodation 
Functions Area (m2) Nos 
Residential 
Single Person Accommodation 21.16 21 
Small Family Accommodation 42.66 24 
Other Combination of Accommodation 63.83/85.32 (varied) 
Commercial 
New Shops 21.16 S 
Renovated Shops(from existing building) 90.10/118.00 1/1 
Hawker Stall Area(G/F) 77.39 1 
Indoor Shop Arcade (1-3/F) 83.50 I 
Outdoor Shop Areas (1-3/F) 28.61 1 
Shared Washroom(1-S/F) 23.0S 5 
Communal 
Open Theater at G/F 77.39 1 
(replace Hawker Stall Area at Night Time) 
Recreation Center (S/F) 83.50 1 
Day Care Center (4/F) 83.50 1 
Open Area (G/F) 1078.18 1 
Circulation 1 
Mechanical & Electrical 
Transformer Room (B/F) 42.91 
Emergency Generator Room (B/F) 42.19 1 
Transfer Pump Room (B/F) 32.S3 1 
Main Switch Room (B/F) 17.11 1 
Switch Room (G-12/F) 1.78 2 4( 2 @ floor) 
FS Pump Room (B/F) 17.1S6 1 
Lift 1 3 @ floor 
Lift Pit (B/F) 6.84/3.24 1/1 
Theater Project Room (2/F) 42.66 1 
Infrastructural Framework 13.70/32.94 1/1 
Others 
Parking (B/F) 8 
Motorcycle Parking (B/F) 12 
6.5 
The Design Process 
Presentation Overview 
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24 Sept 1999 
Edward Ng Yan Yung, 
Vito Bertin , 
j\ssociate Professor in Arch . of CUHK 
J\ssociate Professor in Arch. of CUHK 
1. The old district is undergoinlJ urban decaying very quickly. 
2. The poor environmental cor.Jitions of the old district is highlighted. 
3. Different approach of urbar renewal is described, like a) Piecemeal, b) Comprehensive & c)My approach 
which is a integration of thE two. 
4. The design potential of the redevelopment is introduced, like use of Roof, existing open space & air right. 
5. Three precedents are menti .)ned, a)' Sparcity, b) Walk city & c) Bridge City. 
Ng ~ 1. should clarify the Droject is visionary or realistic. 
2. try to imagine you -vision of future city and ideal life. 
3. Read the manifes:o by the previous visionary architects. 
Vito~ 1. it is good to view i. as a progressive process. 
2. declare the proble:n and change the rule and make the living environment better if necessary. 
3. No precedents on smaller scale is used, can try to approach in a smaller scale. 
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22 Oct 1999 
Chuck, Associate of Terry Farrell & Partners, HK 
Presentation Overview 
Second Review (External Crit) 
.~' 
1. The old district is undergoin'] urban decaying very quickly, like a broken piece of cloth . 
. . .. 
2, Different approach of urbarc renewal is described , like a) Piecemeal and b) Comprehensive Redevelop 
ment. 
3. The site at Yaumatei is anal/sed with different state of physical conditions are marked, from it the worst 
condition is selected as my 'nitiallots for redevelopment. 
4. The lot distribution of the pc'ssible acquired lots is analysed. 
5. Different kinds of spatiallin ;',age is analysed, a) Composition ai , b) Mega and c) Group form , 
5. Three precedents are ment oned, a) Sparcity, b) Walk city & c)Bridge City, 
1, Identity of the place should he further studied and explored , 
2. should think about different 3pproaches to perservation . 
3. The scope of the project is rot clear yet. 
4. Further analysis of the char(lcteristic of the urban fabric is necessary, eg o think about the dimension of the 
block, the frontage of shop~, etc. 
The Design Process 
Comments: 
Gordon-
How to improve th , ~ efficiency of the redevelop-
ment. Just by shar,ng vertical circulation and 








12 Nov 1999 
-Fong Kwok Tung, Gordon , 
PHD student of CUHK Arch. 
-Jeff KAN Wai Tak, 
instructor 
-Haughton, Stephen , 
Professor 
1. Concept model was presented. The black foams represent the 
urban fabric while the wire represents the infiltration of the proposed 
redevelopment scheme. 
2. The conceptual architectural model was made to demonstrate 
the overall strategy of the scheme. There are two kinds of 
components basically. The first part is the standard one which 
includes the service core(put in the service lane), bridges and the 
open space over the road. They are shared between different 
buildings to increase the efficiency of the development. The second 
one is a flexible part, Le. the building which on one hand has certain 
similarility, but differs with other because of surrounding context. 
3. A site model of scale 1: 1 000 is presented to mark the potential 
site, the sitting-out area and the context. 
4. The lot distribution of tile possible acquired lots is analysed . 
5. Different kinds of spatial linkage is analysed, a) Compositional. 
b) Mega and c) Group form. 
6. Three precedents are mentioned, a) Sparcity, b) Walk city & 
c)Bridge City. 
i .Check the regulE tion to find out how to put the 
lift core in the service lane. 
2.Find out a way tCI improve the circulation of 
the area. 
Steve-
i .There is a possiUlity of joint venture between 
government and ire private developer. 
2.Try to develop a 'lew system of building 
demolition and cOl' struction which can facilitate 
the building proce~s . 
3.Study the enconl)rTlic change affected by the 
redevelopment. . 
4.lt is good to havE different scale of model. A 
small scale study c'f the construction system is 
also necessary. 
5.The idea of infra::tructure construction is 
good. It maybe a bJilding system and 
methodology in thE future. 
The Design Process 
PJ1A &.f 1 PhA-5fll PH,Q.$t11l 
6.8 
Presentation Overview 
Fourth Review (Externa! Crit) 
i 'trU"irtlAI Tt\E. r'Ntn :Y;.l.ilo) · ;) 
i Sf lrlJ( (C()(l.£;.(x: ... !;J,.~Fr;, I 
j MAIN -:J 'I"ie SEI \I~ I :~'tl lto..t ,,: .1"'';!;I'IfIt:::. 
li t;o, .; O I-T ~)J~ I' .' J(, !.cTfl rfll vtjr M\£J.~. 





Vito- 1. The density and the building height is rather iow not reasonably. 
2. Study the Group Form analysis of spatial linkagE ' by Maki. Is there any 
growth, indirect linkage? 
3. Is it about a Utopian city? 
jJ C()t',!,1F.~JI~1 rr.FW (O 
4, should not become a rigid system, it should allow flexibility for other forces to 
generate the whole process and allow other arc'litects to work on the future 
development. 
5.will there be a time of saturation of the system in future? how to stop the 
process? 
6. Any reason for a raised circulation system? Con lection of services 
horizontally maybe a hint. 
7. Horizontal and vertical linkage Sllould be repres l ~nted differently. 
Bernard- 'I. Since the alley way will be occupied by the serv;:es and circulation core, 
therefore, alternative approach for ventilation, M )A, MoE, Oaylighting should 
be considered. 
Stephen- 1. What is your objective and quality of your schelT'e? 
2. How will your improve the living environment? e~J. improving traffic, provision 
of open space, etc 
Raymond- 1. The system should not be too random. There shr!uld be some constraints to 
the project. 
2. As the pedestrian from other area will also use lhe raise bridge, will it disturb 
the life of the existing residents there? 
3. The main spine is good to serve for distribution lf services and circulation 
purpose. 
4. A centralised system of service, ego HVAC was ;uggested. 
5. The flow of the services, like drainage is not possible for horizontal flow, but 
need a fall for gravity. 
..I IUJ,LC>WC",t.:m':"' U'.f i..¥\MI-.u 
The Design Process 6.3 
Presentation Overview 
Fourth Review (External Crit) 
Date: 10 Dec 1999 
Reviewers: 
Vito Bertin , 
Associate Professor in Arch. of CUHK 
Bernard LlM, 
Associate Professor in Arch . of CUHK 
Stephen Poon, 
Housing Department 
Raymond Yau , 
Building Services Engineer of Ove Arup & Partners 
Presentation: 
1. As time goes by, there are more and more buidings 
become poor in conditions which require immediate 
action to stop the urban decaying . 
2. The phasing of the whole redevelopment process 
is worked out as follows:-
a) Phase I-initiate at two locations, build at existing 
sitting out area & relocate the residents to new 
building . 
b) Phase II-grow at the two locations & the service 
core developed . 
c) Phase Ill-Main spine set up and the connection 
formed for the area . 
d) Phase IV~Grow from the spine and the building 
network formed . 
3. The idea of the building design is proposed . The 
prelimilary idea is using plug-in and modular system. 
The Design Process 
. ,-
, .. ' .. 
6.9 
The Final Presentation 
The Photomontage 
The redevelopment is built within a mixed region of old 
and new buildings. The image visualises the proximity 
of the surrounding tenants house and the spatial 
connection to the current development at the newly-
reclaimed area in Yaumatei.(which is shown at the far 
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The Design Process 6.10 
The Final Presentation 
The Perspectives 
The Perspective - Ground Floor Open Area 
The lower floors of the building is dedicated to main 
circulation flow and Open theater space. The opening 
up of the lower floor encourage sunlight penetration. 
The Perspective -Infrastructure Connection Deck 
The width of the circulation deck is 1.Sm width and 2. 
Sm spacing for steel column. The connection deck is 
not only for circulation, it can also spatially link to the 
adjoining building. It can even expand partially to 
adapt to different functions, for example, balcony 
space, maintenance area. 
The Perspective - Ground Floor Open Theater 
The ground floor is free up to facilitate pedestrian flow 
and foster into a gathering space for the residents 
around. It can be a hawker selling area, but as a open 
theater at night. 
The Design Process 6.11 
The Design Process 
At the end of the existing bridge -
The residential units are raised 
above the circulation deck while 
shopping and youth center are on 
the right of the escalator. 
Circulation -
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with circulation deck / 
and BS routing under / 













The Design Process 6.12 
The Final Presentation 
Design Study of Spatial Linkage 
Flexibility of Infrastructure size and height 
-the size and height of the infrastructure can be varied to 
adapted to surrounding environment. 
Expansion of Space 
Spatial Linkage Through Building (with roof garden at side) 
-providing garden at higher level 
-integration of Infrastructurel framework and building 
Integration of Different Units 
Spatial Linkage Through Acquired Unit at Old Building 
-spatial flow through different blocks is possible 
-connection between acquired units in same building 
Spatial Linkage of Two Streets 
f 
-encouraging spatial fluidity on ground Mor 
Expansion of Roof Garden 
-infrastructural framework connecting two roof gardens 
Air-Right Construction, Framework as Structural Support 
-providing minimum nuisance for redevelopment 
~ 
Integration ofTwo Open Speces ~l-l....,JJ -i:....-- ___ 
-transforming two corner sites into bigger open spaces zrr l 
./ I 
The Design Process 
Commercial Zone Residential Zone 
6.13 
The Final Presentation 
Site Section 
The site section shows the redevelopment 
strategy to the old districts. New buildings are 
built amist the chaotic environment with old 
tenant houses and tall pencil towers. All the 
buildings are limited to 12 storeys while the 
remaining plot ratio is transfered to the 
buildings on the side of Nathan Road. 
A secondary spatial network is built up within 
4-6 storeys level to facilitate the pedestrian 
flow in a Non-vehicular network. Moreover, a 
new kind of public space is formed with 
combination of new building space and 
acquired units. 
,---I ,------------------1 
- - - - - -Existing Buildings 
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The Final Presentation 
Axonometric Drawing 
• Overall Planning in Process 
.:....:. .- - - - - - - - Existing bridge to the newly 
,i; ' .. 
~ ---. ---, 
! I 











r' ~ - - - - Vertical Circulation 
- --- - "- - - - Roof Garden at the roof of 
existing building 
- - - - - - Ground Floor Open 
Space I : ·~· ~...-:;..: .. ________ Infrastructure 
(Horizontal Circulation) 
The Design Process 
5th Floor· Mai(l Circulation Floor 
, 
i 






The Final Presentation 
Plans 
6th Floor· Domestic Level 
nee Level from the Jsting sL!e 
Existing 
Bridge 
. The Design Process 6.15 
The Final Presentation 
Plans 
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The Final Presentation 
Longitudinal Section 
Escalator to I 
higher level I 
open areal 
and commu- I 
nal space. It: 
also bringsl 
people to the I 
other area of! 
the district. I 
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Final Presentation 




- - - - - - Residential Units 
Bridge linking to the roof garden on the 










· ! Escalator linking to 
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The Final Presentation 
Structural System 
,-- - - - - - - - Structural support of the 
i infrastructural framework to 










I I Plug-in units, 5mx5mx3m(H), 
I I steel framework prefabricated, 
, 
, with flexibility to change facade 
I I panel. 
I I 
I I 
I , 1300x600 steel I , 
I I 'I-beam column 
I I 
, 
I I I I 
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I Main structural bracing at the perimeter to 
I maintain as the basic structural support. 
I At the center of the framework, the bracing 
I , 'd and an b deleted t s 't for op n I IS WI er c e o UI e -








I 1100x400 steel I-beam 
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The Design Process 
Basic Structural Module 
(5x5x3.2m) 
400x600 steel Column ________ _ 
1.5m(w) x 2.5m basic 
module for the infrastruc-
Basic 
(5x5x3.2m) 
Structural Bracing at lower 
portion of the building 
6.18~ __________ _ 
The Final Presentation 
Structural System 






6.19~ ______ ______ _ 
The Final Presentation 
Building Services System 
Schematic Strategy -
The Building System in the old 
district need to be reorganised 
to suit the need of expansion 
and flexible changes in future. 
The SS structure will be 
reorganised in the redevel-
oped areas. The system main 
will be supplied through the 
main street Then they will be 
fed into each block through the 
vertical distribution shaft from 
which it is sub-divided into 






"-f';.J -.;;r ~ ..... ........~ -~ ~ I ' U ---- - - - - -Service Main along Dundas Street. (to be replaced by the 
secondary distribution main 
when the horizontal spine is set 
up.) 
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1Q..n - - -_=______' 
distribution of service main 
along spatial linkage 
- - - - - -Service connection to the 
infrastructure from the service 
main 
-"""1 ' ~~ 
1!5= ~ I} -.q ~: _ . _ = - - - - - -Horizontal distribution of [ , 11 services on each floor within 
the infrastructural framework. 
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The Final Presentation 
Building Services System 
Vertical SS routing at the 
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: Horizontal Fittings to unit at 
: each floor 
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According to Outline Zoning Plan made by The 
Town Planning Board, for commercial use, the plot 
ratio should not be excess of 12.0 while for domestic 
building, the max. plot ratio shall be 7.5 for a 
domestic building and 9.0 for a building that is partly 
domestic and partly non-domestic building. 
Residential Zone 
Compliance Status 
To provide a better living environment, the 
residential building is kept in a low profile of 10-
12 storeys high of Plot Ratio 6.0-7.0.The 
Commercial zone of the design is near to 
Nathan Road where commercial activities is 
most active. The remaining plot ratio in the 
residential zone will be transferred to 
commerical zone. 
Plot Ratio >12.0 Plot Ratio 6.0-7.0 
,---, ,------------------, 
Building Uses 
According to alP, the uses for the building are 
governed, 
Hawker Center, Youth Center and Day Care Cente 
are always permitted in Column 1 of OZP. 
Always Permitted: 
Social Welfare Facility 
Hawker Center 
Permitted with Application 
Place of Recreation, Sports or Culture 
Permitted in Lowest 3 floors 
~ . ~ .,- ,. r 'i .,-~.-.. ~ 
fl ~~ ~ ; L '. · " ' ~~' ,,' " .~ , . 
The Open Theater at G/F need S16 Application for 
change of use 
Retail shops are located at 2-4 lowest floors which 
connect with the main circulation deck, therefore 
application for modification is needed. 
-I Youth Center 
J - -Day Care Center 
-I 
- - - Retail Shops 
~ 
F4 




Infrastru_ .. _t_. 
itlngBuildJng at the alley way 
Axonometric Diagram 
6.21 
The Final Presentation 
Special Study 
The Design Process 
Detail study of 
Infrastructural Framework 
at the alley way 
6.21 
The Final Presentation 
Special Study 
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